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Paragon Publishing, United Kingdom, 2005. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This book is for professional practitioners and students of
safety and security at public assembly facilities. It addresses crowd behaviour and crowd-control
issues pertinent to events at stadiums, arenas, ballparks, cricket grounds, racecourses, motorsport
circuits, and multi-event sites such as the Olympic Games. It is a collection of articles by Steve
Frosdick and commentaries by Jim Chalmers. The co-authors conduct a refreshing debate around
subjects such as conflict management, racism, player behaviour, the use of CCTV and smartcards,
risk assessment, spectator violence, sale of alcohol, segregation, the right security balance post
9/11, protecting the field of play, stewarding, policing, and the training of safety professionals. The
book has a primary focus on British football grounds, but the discussions will be of wider interest to
an international audience. This is essential reading for venue managers, event organisers in sport
associations and host cities, security and safety managers in a sporting environment and students
on courses leading to careers in sport business. Steve Frosdick is Principal Lecturer in the Institute
of Criminal Justice Studies at the University of Portsmouth. Steve has an international reputation...
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ReviewsReviews

This written publication is fantastic. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not feel monotony at at any time of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Tevin McClure-- Tevin McClure

This is an awesome publication which i have actually read. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. Its been
designed in an extremely straightforward way and it is merely a er i finished reading this ebook in which actually changed me, a ect the way in my
opinion.
-- Marques Pagac-- Marques Pagac
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